Development of electric vehicles and portable electronic devices during the past decade calls for lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) with enhanced energy density and higher stability. Integration of FeF 3 phases and carbon structures leads to promising cathode materials for LIBs with high voltage, capacity, and power. In this study, FeF 3 · 0.33H 2 O nanoparticles were synthesized on reduced graphite oxide (rGO) nanosheets using an in situ approach. By chemically tuning the interfacial bonding between FeF 3 · 0.33H 2 O and rGO, we successfully achieved high particle loading and enhanced cycling stability. Specifically, a discharge capacity of ∼208.3 mAh g −1 was observed at a current density of 0.5 C. The FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O/rGO nanocomposites also demonstrate great cycle capability with a reversible discharge capacity of 133.1 mAh g −1 after 100 cycles at 100 mA g −1 ; the capacity retention is about 97%. This study provides an alternative strategy to further improve the stability and performance of iron fluoride/carbon nanocomposite materials for LIB applications.
■ INTRODUCTION
Rapid development of electric vehicles (EVs) and portable electronic devices requiring batteries with higher energy density and material stability has outran the current lithiumion battery (LIB) technology. 1−3 The energy density of LIBs is mainly governed by the specific capacity and redox potential of the electrode materials. Increasing the capacity of the cathode materials is effective to enhance the energy density of LIBs. 3, 4 Recently, special attention is given to metal fluorides owing to their high specific capacity and reaction voltage 5−10 among which iron fluoride (FeF 3 ) phases have shown great potential to qualify as a practically applicable LIB cathode material because of its higher safety rating (no oxygen) and much lower cost compared with LiCoO 2 . 11−13 Additionally, for FeF 3 structures, once three-electron reactions occur, they can deliver a high energy density of as much as ∼1951 Wh kg −1 . 5,14−16 Even if a one-electron reaction takes place, compared with LiCoO 2 , FeF 3 shows a higher theoretical energy density of 700 Wh kg −1 . 17 Moreover, intrinsically, FeF 3 features a high electromotive force (EMF) of 2.7 V and a theoretical capacity of 237 mAh g −1 with a one-electron transfer. 16 Despite such advantages, one hurdle to overcome before successful practical application of FeF 3 in LIBs is its poor electric conductivity due to the highly ionic Fe−F bond. Multiple strategies, such as FeF 3 nanoparticle (NP) size reduction 18−20 and FeF 3 −conductive material composite fabrication, 17, 21 have been developed to meet this challenge. Architecting nanocomposites by coupling FeF 3 NPs with conductive materials, including carbon nanotubes, 22,23 porous carbon, 24 and conductive polymers, 25 is tested to be effective. Among the carbon materials, reduced graphene oxide (rGO) or graphene stands out owing to outstanding conductivity and mechanical properties. 26−30 So far, numerous FeF 3 /graphene structures have been reported. 14,31−37 One study performed by Liu et al. in 2013 inspires our present study, 33 in which the authors directly employ graphene as the FeF 3 NP support. Specifically, a graphene dispersion was mixed with a hydrofluoric acid solution (HF) prior to the introduction of Fe 3+ ions to create defects for nucleation of FeF 3 ·3H 2 O nanocrystals with uniform size and morphology. After calcination, the final product, FeF 3 /graphene, has a FeF 3 loading of 80 wt % and shows a specific capacity of 210 mAh g −1 at a current density of 0.3 C. 33 Herein, we used an in situ approach to synthesize FeF 3 · 0.33H 2 O/rGO nanocomposites, in which Fe 3+ was introduced to a graphite oxide (GO) dispersion, instead of graphene, prior to addition of other chemicals. The strong affinity between the Fe 3+ cation and the highly concentrated oxygen-containing site (defect) on the GO surface resulted in "on-site" nucleation, growth and precipitation of small FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O NPs up to high particle loading, and enabled strong FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O particle−rGO sheet interfacial bonding upon reduction. Such a synthesis strategy leads to (1) a significantly higher FeF 3 · 0.33H 2 O loading on rGO (92.3 wt %); (2) an outstanding discharge capacity of ∼208.3 mAh g −1 at a current density of 0.5 C; (3) an excellent cycle capability with highly reversible discharge capacity of 133.1 mAh g −1 after 100 cycles at 1000 mA g −1 ; and (4) a high capacity retention, as much as 97%.
■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS Material Synthesis. A modified Hummer's method was applied to prepare the GO dispersion, in which 5.0 mg mL −1 nanoGO was dispersed in water under ultrasonication for 30 min resulting in a solution with a brownish color. To synthesize the FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O/rGO nanocomposites, 10 mL of as-made GO dispersion was added into 100 mL of tetraethylene glycol, which was subjected to water removal at 100°C for 2 h under constant stirring followed by cooling down to 50°C. Then, 5 mmol of iron acetylacetonate, Fe(acac) 3 , was introduced into this mixture maintained at 50°C under stirring. Subsequently, 3 mL of hydrofluoric acid (40 wt % HF aqueous solution) was gradually dripped into the solution. Upon constant stirring at 50°C for 16 h, the solid material was separated, washed with ethanol 5 times, and calcined at 220°C under vacuum for 12 h to yield the final product, FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O/rGO nanocomposite. Unsupported FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O NPs were also synthesized for comparison.
Characterization of Materials. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of as-prepared unsupported FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O NPs and FeF 3 · 0.33H 2 O/rGO nanocomposites were recorded at room temperature using a Bruker AXS D8 Advance X-ray diffractometer (40 kV, 40 mA, Cu Kα, λ = 1.5406 Å). Data were recorded from 10°to 80°with a step of 0.02°and 1 step s −1 . Raman spectroscopy (LabRAM HR Evolution, 532 nm laser) was performed to reveal the structural fingerprint of the as-prepared samples. The sample morphology was examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Zeiss, Merlin, 5 keV) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Hitachi, H-7650, 80 keV). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on a PHI Quantera SXM spectrometer equipped with a monochromatic Al Kα radiation source. Calibration of the XPS binding energy scale was carried out based on the C 1 s peak at 284.8 keV.
Electrochemical Measurements. All electrodes tested were prepared by coating slurries containing FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O/rGO active material (80 wt %), polyvinylidene fluoride (10 wt %), and carbon black (10 wt %) on an aluminum foil current collector. Subsequently, the electrodes were dried in a vacuum oven at 100°C for 12 h. CR2025 coin cells were assembled in a glovebox (argon-filled with oxygen and moisture below 1 ppm). Lithium foil was used as the counter electrode. LiPF 6 solution (1 M) in ethylene carbonate−ethyl methyl carbonate−dimethyl carbonate (1:1:1 v/v/v) was chosen to be the electrolyte. The galvanostatic charge−discharge cycling performance was evaluated using a battery test system (NEWARE-BTS) operated from 1.8 to 4.5 V versus Li/Li + at various scan rates, ranging from 0.1 to 2 A g −1 . In addition, three-electrode cells (ECC-REF model, EL-CELL) with lithium foil as both the reference and counter electrodes were assembled for electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) tests employing a PARSTAT2273 electrochemical workstation (AMETEK). The electrical AC potential was controlled with an amplitude of 5 mV and a frequency ranging from 100 to 0.1 kHz.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The preparation process of the FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O/rGO nanocomposites is presented in Figure 1 . Because of its high surface defect concentration and great dispersibility in polar solvents, such as water or ethanol, GO was selected as the carbon layer precursor instead of graphene. Fe 3+ could be easily "seeded" The Raman spectra of GO and FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O/rGO are presented in Figure 2b . The two well-resolved peaks observed at 1340 and 1580 cm −1 are attributed to the D-and G-bands, respectively. Typically, the D-band corresponds to structural disorder and surface defects that lead to symmetry interruption (breaking), while the G-band is attributed to first-order scattering of carbon domains, representing the highly ordered repeating sp 2 unit of GO. Therefore, I D /I G , the relative intensity of the D-and G-bands, is a reliable indicator of the degree of defects, the structural disorder, and the formation of new chemical bonds. In this study, the magnitude of I D /I G for FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O/rGO (1.25) is significantly higher than that of pristine GO (0.97). This strongly suggests that the FeF 3 · 0.33H 2 O NP−rGO interfacial bonds significantly increase the degree of disorder of the rGO surface leading to a symmetry break for the sp 2 carbon.
XPS experiments were conducted to further reveal the local bonding environment of C atoms (see Figure 3 ). The C 1s spectra of GO and FeF 3 ·0. 
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Raman spectroscopy results and suggests that the GO is reduced after calcination under vacuum.
SEM and TEM images of FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O/rGO are presented in Figure 4 . Monodispersed FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O nanospheres (∼150 nm) are observed with homogeneous distribution on the rGO layers. Figure 5 shows the TEM image of the unsupported FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O NPs. Interestingly, the particle size of the unsupported FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O NPs appears to be significantly larger than that of the FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O/rGO nanocomposites. This highlights the critical role of rGO governing the size and morphology of the FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O NPs on rGO. Other than acting as a conductive network to enhance electron transfer, rGO also enables strong interfacial interactions inhibiting FeF 3 · 0.33H 2 O NP aggregation.
The electrochemical performance of FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O/rGO as a LIB cathode material was evaluated by galvanostatic tests carried out at 100 mA g −1 . The specific capacity was calculated on a mass basis of FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O/rGO. Figure 6 presents the initial charge−discharge curves as the voltage increases from 1.8 to 4.5 V. The initial discharge and charge capacities are 208.3 and 194.1 mAh g −1 , respectively, corresponding to a Coulombic efficiency of 93.3%. Such an irreversible capacity loss in the initial cycle corresponds to formation of a solid electrolyte interface membrane. The plateau observed in the discharge process at about 2.75 V originates from the insertion of Li + into the FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O lattice (lithiation), which leads to formation of Li x FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O/rGO. Accordingly, such a lithiation process is also reflected by the cyclic voltammogram (CV) profiles presented in the inset of Figure 6 . 
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The cycling charge−discharge performance of FeF 3 · 0.33H 2 O/rGO and the unsupported FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O NPs and the Coulombic efficiency of FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O/rGO at 100 mA g −1 are presented in Figure 7a . Specifically, the discharge capacity gradually increases from 177.8 to 193.4 mA g −1 during the first 10 cycles. Remarkably, after 100 cycles, the FeF 3 · 0.33H 2 O/rGO sample maintains a discharge capacity of 172.3 mAh g −1 . In other words, a high capacity retention of 96.7% is achieved. In contrast, the unsupported FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O NPs exhibit much lower discharge capacities throughout the whole analysis range. The differential capacities of FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O/ rGO (mAh g −1 V −1 ) in different cycles, from the 1st to 100th, are plotted as a function of cell potential (V vs Li/Li + ) in Figure 7b . The nearly identical peaks from the 10th to 100th cycle show clear evidence of great cycle stability.
To reveal the impact of the FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O−rGO interfacial interactions on the electrochemical properties, the cycling charge−discharge performance evolutions of both FeF 3 · 0.33H 2 O/rGO and the unsupported FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O NPs were tested and compared under identical experimental conditions with a current density of 100 mA g −1 . Specifically, FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O/rGO presents a stable discharge capacity of 133.1 mAh g −1 after 100 cycles, while the discharge capacity of unsupported NPs fades significantly, decreasing from 120 to 84.2 mAh g −1 with merely less than 70% of its initial capacity retained (see Figure 7c ). This set of results strongly suggests that the formation of FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O−rGO interfacial bonds not only boosts the absolute value of the initial discharge capacity of the FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O NPs by 147.8 mAh g −1 but also greatly enhances the cyclic stability of the FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O NPs by as much as 58% seen in the 100th cycle.
The rate cycling performance of FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O/rGO and the unsupported FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O NPs as current density varies, from 100 to 2000 mA g −1 , is plotted in Figure 7d . Other than its excellent capacity retention, FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O/rGO further demonstrates great rate performance. Overall, FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O/ rGO exhibits greater rate capacity at all current densities. Specifically, the capacity of FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O/rGO remains 85.5 mAh g −1 at 2000 mA g −1 , while at the same current density, the unsupported FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O NPs deliver merely 66.0 mAh g −1 . Moreover, after 50 cycles, the capacity of FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O/ rGO is restored to 178.6 mAh g −1 at 100 mA g −1 , exhibiting greatly enhanced electrochemical stability.
EIS experiments were performed to investigate the kinetics of Li + intercalation into FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O/rGO. Figure 8 shows the Nyquist plots of FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O/rGO before electrochemical cycling and after different cycles at a charge state of 3.3 V. Generally, each Nyquist curve features (1) a semicircle in the high-frequency region and (2) an inclined line in the low-frequency region. The semicircle is tightly associated with the charge-transfer process with the charge-transfer resistance (R ct ) being the diameter of the semicircle, while the inclined line is correlated to the diffusion of Li + in the electrode structures. In Figure 8 , the R ct regression after 10 cycles can be attributed to further reduction of rGO during the Li + intercalation/deintercalation process. Moreover, the Nyquist plots do not show detectable difference after 10 cycles. This is additional strong evidence of a stable interface between the active material and electrolyte.
Parallel calorimetric, structural, and computational studies are being carried out by our team to investigate the interfacial bonding energetics, specific bonds, and atomic-scale model for this FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O/rGO nanocomposite system. The results will be reported separately in our subsequent publications.
■ CONCLUSION
In summary, high loading of the FeF 3 ·0.33H 2 O NPs on rGO sheets was achieved using an in situ approach. A discharge capacity of ∼208.3 mAh g −1 was recorded at 0.5 C. The FeF 3 · 0.33H 2 O/rGO nanocomposite exhibits excellent cycle capability with a highly reversible discharge capacity of 133.1 mAh g −1 after 100 cycles at 1000 mA g −1 , and the capacity retention is about 97%. Such outstanding electrochemical and rate performance are attributed to improved conductivity and minimized particle aggregation owing to the enhanced FeF 3 · 0.33H 2 O NP−rGO sheet interfacial bonding. This work provides encouraging experimental evidence and an alternative strategy suggesting that iron fluoride−carbon nanocomposites could serve as cathode materials for LIBs with enhanced performance and stability. 
